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CAPSULE COLLECTIONS - HOTELS HOTELS - BY AREA

WELCOME  to the 

Capsule Collection of Portable 

Display Solutions specially 

designed for their suitability  

in an hotel or leisure setting.

Whether you’re a chain of 

hotels with thousands of 

rooms or a high end boutique  

bed and breakfast servicing 

just a handful of occupants, 

we can provide you with 

bespoke or standard display 

products that will elevate your 

brand and make your guest’s 

stay more profitable.
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HOTELS - Exterior 
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Portable outdoor display products such as 
signage, banners and flags are easy to place 
and move around a site. Their graphics can also 
easily be changed for a fresh new promotional 
advertising message.

Strata stand off’s create a 3D 
effect for your signage so it 
helps to direct your customers 
clearly and quickly.

 1.  A0 Whirlwind
 2.  Strata Lite Stand-offs
 3.  Horizon Banner
 4.  Zoom+ Flag 4.9m Crest

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Reception
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 1.  Vector Led Lightbox 75mm Free-standing
 2.  Stellar A3 Desktop banner
 3.  Vector Quick Fix
 4.  Vector Led Lightbox 75mm Wall Mounted
 5.  Sentry Signage
 6.  Basics Leader

Control queues quickly 
to deal with customers 
efficiently using the 
Basic Leader Barriers 
queueing system.

Sentry Signage is as portable as it is 
versatile. Use landscape or portrait, and 
change graphics by lifting the snap action 
frame sides - so simple!

Vector LED lightboxes have no dark spots so 
the whole image is illuminated to bring your 
message to life. Replacing the graphic is simple 
so the lightbox can be used for a change of 
season or a new brand and of course they’re 
machine washable so if you reuse the graphic 
it will always look fresh again.

Vector Quick Fix Frames like lightboxes, 
take fabric graphics with silicone edge 
gaskets to hold them taut and in place. 
Easy to apply, wash for re-use or print a 
new one to change your backdrop!

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Leisure - Pool
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 1.  Zoom+ Feather Flag
 2.  Trappa Frame
 3.  Monsoon Banner Wall Mounted
 4.  Strata Lite Stand-offs
 5.  Vector Quick Fix

Zoom+ Flags 
can have 
graphics in 
three different 
shapes; Crest, 
Feather and 
Quill, or even a 
custom shape 
of your choice!

Trappa Frames 
have snap action 
frame edges 
which open so you 
can change your 
message simply 
and quickly.

Monsoon frames are made from lightweight 
aluminium. They are ideal for humid areas 
such as pools and will always look perfect as 
aluminium won’t rust. Paired with a vinyl eyelet 
banner they work in any large area and can be 
made to custom sizes to suit your space.

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Interior 
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 1.  Vector Led Lightbox 75mm Wall Mounted
 2.  Sentry Signage
 3.  Strata Lite Stand-offs
 4.  Trappa Frame
 5.    Vector Quick Fix

Direct customers quickly and 
stylishly with signage that 
stands off from your walls so 
is easily noticeable.

Trappa frames are 
easy to use with 
snap action sides 
so you can change 
your offer or 
message as often 
as you want.

Vector LED Lightboxes and Vector Quick Fix 
Frames come in standard and custom sizes 
so can fit any space requirement!

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Bedroom 
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 1.  Twista Lite
 2.  Vector LED 75mm Lightbox Wall Mounted
 3.  Trappa Frame
 4.  Stella A4 Desktop Banner

Lightweight, snap-action poster rail, 
the Trappa Lite is a must for simple 
and easy message communication.

Brighten up 
any room 
with a Vector 
LED Lightbox. 
LED’s create 
an even glow 
with no dark 
spots and make 
a welcoming 
entrance to any 
environment.

Small but mighty, 
the Stella Desktop 
Banner is perfect 
for delivering your 
message to all table 
top displays without 
sacrificing valuable 
table space. The 
compact design takes 
up little room but 
provides a substantial 
impact to any 
promotional design.

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Leisure - Spa
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 1.  Strata Lite Stand-offs
 2.  Twista Lite
 3.  Trappa Frame
 4.  Formulate Wave Tension Banner

Formulate structures make a statement 
while still being easy to assemble and 
lightweight. Using aluminium push fit 
tubular connections and pull on tension 
fabric they’re washable or changeable for 
a fresh message whenever you need it.

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Restaurant 
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Define areas in your 
restaurant or bar 
using an optional 
printable Cafe 
Barrier Deluxe. Easy 
to use, linkable and 
re-positionable.

Change your room graphics using silicone edge gasket (SEG) 
fabric graphics. SEG fabric graphics fit easily into a channel in the 
aluminium frame of Vector LED lighboxes and Vector Quick fix 
Frames to create a crisp smooth and taut graphic. Easy to fit and 
easy to change they can also be washed so kept pristine.

 1.  Vector Quick Fix
 2.  Deluxe Cafe Barrier
 3.  Sentry Signage
 4.  Vector Led Lightbox 75mm Wall Mounted
 5.  Twista Lite

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Business
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Make your message seen with a lightweight, versatile 
Formulate structure; from the air, on the ground or 
attach a tablet! Easy to assemble using aluminium 
push fit tubular connections and pull-on tension fabric 
graphic they’re washable or changeable for any event.

Our multifunctional 
mobile media stand 
allows you to have 
media wherever it’s 
need - just roll into 
the area required.

Temporary room dividers or backwalls can be 
achieved using our versatile Vector LED and SEG 
tensioned fabric graphic. These backwalls come in 
standard sizes and custom to suit any area you need 
them in. The  fabric graphic can also be changed 
and washed for a fresh look wherever you need it!

	 1.	 Free-standing Vector LED lightbox
 2.  Formulate Universal Tablet Holder
 3.  Teva Multi-functional Mobile Media Stand
 4.  Formulate MS Banner

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Bars
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 1.  Custom Hanging Vector LED Lightbox
 2.  Deluxe Cafe Barrier
 3.  Formulate MS Panel Hanging Structure
 4.  Reflecta Trappa Double-sided Lightbox

Brighten up your bar areas with well placed 
lightboxes; either hanging structures such 
as the Vector LED, or more portable items 
such as the Reflecta Trappa. Both also 
have the option for you to change graphics 
as often as you change your promotions 
making them versatile and functional.

Zone off areas 
for different 
functions 
with a Cafe 
Barrier Deluxe. 
Easy to use, 
linkable and 
re-positionable, 
the optional 
vinyl graphics 
also wipe clean 
so will always 
look fresh!

For a welcome greeting why 
not use a Formulate hanging 
structure. Made from lightweight 
aluminium tubing and a tension 
fabric graphic, they’re light 
enough to hang. Plus the graphics 
can be washed or changed to 
show a new message.

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Events
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Bring your table plan into the 21st 
century using a Formulate Universal 
tablet holder to display the seating 
arrangements. Constructed from 
lightweight aluminium tubing and 
a changeable stretch fabric graphic 
this stable and innovative product 
can have a different graphic for each 
wedding or function.

Stylish portable displays 
such as the Revolution 
Roller Banner, can 
play a part in formal 
proceedings such as 
weddings to show clear 
information on your 
special day. Made from 
high precision moulded 
polymers with unique 
streamlined styling 
creates the illusion that 
the base is floating off 
the ground.

Make information easy to find 
and read using easy to change 
snap action Twista Lite hanging 
posters. Quick to change and 
assemble they keep people 
informed and prevent queuing!

 1.  Revolution Roller Banner
 2.  Formulate Universal Tablet Holder
 3.  Twista Lite
 4.  Stella A3 Desktop Banner

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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HOTELS - Golfing

Golf days are a perfect way to connect to 
customers or employees. The relaxed environment 
helps people engage with branding on outdoor 
products that are both practical and stylish such 
as the Eyelet Vinyl Banners which are quick and 
easy to site when you’re setting up an event.

Sunrise Parasols are a great 
branding product - create 
maximum impact delivering 
your brand message whilst 
shading you from the sun.

There’s plenty of room for 
groups to shelter from the sun 
or rain underneath the Zoom 
Tent. Made from lightweight 
aluminium it’s very easy to 
assemble and packs back 
down into a strong and sturdy 
wheeled bag.

Make sure you’re seen with a flag, a group of 
several flags really make a prestigious entrance. 
Sizes range from 2.8m to a lofty 5.6m!

Pedestrian Signage is essential 
to help make your event run 
smoothly whilst keeping it on 
brand! The Shield and Stowaway 
are two such great examples. The 
Shield has a weighty rubber base 
to firmly hold the signage down 
in inclement conditions, where as 
the Stowaway is lightweight but 
can be pegged down to also hold 
your branding fast! 

A folding table and custom printed 
polyester table cloth are the perfect 
accompaniment for a Zoom Tent. 
Easy to set up, lightweight and great 
practical items for outdoor use.

Monsoon banners 
are large format 
double-sided outdoor 
‘A’ frames, made 
from lightweight 
aluminium, ideal for 
use with PVC eyelet 
banners in areas 
where you need high 
branding visibility 
that can stand up to 
the elements! 

 1.    Eyelet Vinyl Banner
 2.   Sunrise Square Parasol
 3.  Monsoon Banner
 4.  Exhibition Table and Gala Table Cloth
 5.  Zoom+ Tent
 6.  Zoom+ Flag Edge
 7.  Shield Signage
 8.  Stowaway Signage

DISPLAY  PRODUCTS
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PRODUCT DIRECTORY

Twista Lite Signage 600mm
Hardware code: TWLHR-600

 - Easy to use ‘snap action’ aluminium poster rail supplied with 
grey plastic end caps and hooks

 - Smart modern design that can be wall or ceiling mounted
 - For use with a range of media including, paper, card, PVC 
and fabric up to 300 microns

 - Custom sizes available on request, up to 3000mm wide
 - Standard sizes; 500/600/800/850/900/1000/1200/1500/2400mm

Pages 12, 14, 15, 16 & 22

Free-standing, Hanging and Wall Mounted 
Vector LED 75mm Frame
Hardware code: VLB75-CUSTOM

 - Custom sizes available on request
 - For use with silicone edged graphics (SEG)
 - Double-sided graphics available on request
 - Extrusion can be cut for transportation

Pages 6, 7, 10, 12, 
13, 16,17, 18 & 20

Deluxe Café Barrier 1000mm  
Pedestrian Guidance
Hardware codes: UB215-1000 (Rail), UB215B (Base), UB215P (Post) 
 - Indoor and outdoor pedestrian guidance
 - Graphics can be looped top and bottom or top only with 
spring clips at the bottom to allow movement

 - Heavyweight chrome plated stainless steel post and 
concrete base

 - Sold as individual components

Pages 16 & 20

Exhibition Table Cloth Hardware code: G-TAB-3x2-DP

Gala Folding Table Hardware code: FT-6

 - Polypropylene and metal trestle table with folding leg and 
carry handle for transportation

 - Complete your look with a custom table cloth in display 
polyester printed with your branded design

 - Custom size table cloths also available

Page 25

Zoom+ Edge 5m Extra Large Flag
Hardware code: UF-ZME-EXLA

 - Flexible flag system; black finish all fibre pole which comes 
in a choice of sizes from 2m to 5m

 - Suitable for lightweight fabric graphics (optional extra)
 - Tested in wind speeds of up to 18mph/29km/h

Page 25

Formulate MS Banner
Hardware code: FMC-SQA-02

 - 32mm Diameter aluminium tubular structure
 - Optional extra customised fabric SEG (Silicone Edged 
Graphic)

 - Black tabletop included
 - Supports up to a maximum load of 50kg

Page 19

Budget 
Ground 
Spike

Vinyl Eyelet Banners
Hardware code: G-CBV-SQM

 - Custom size vinyl banners with brass eyelets
 - Lightweight and easy to display
 - Vinyl is waterproof and easy to wipe clean
 - Great for outdoor use

Page 24

Formulate Universal Tablet Holder (Tablet not included)

Hardware code: FORM-UNI-TAB-01

 - Formulate tubular structure dressed with washable, zipped 
tension fabric graphic and weighted base

 - Use landscape or portrait
 - Minimum size tablet 203.2 x 135 x 6 mm (approx iPad mini) 
Maximum size for a 355.6 mm iPad

 - Literature holders x2 optional extra

Pages 18 & 22

Vector Quick Fix 20mm Frame
Hardware code: VWQF-CUSTOM

 - Light low profile, aluminium 20mm frame for use with 
fabric silicone edged graphic 

 - Easy assembly with screw-in bracket 
 - Use as wall frame or connect to a shell scheme over 
existing panel with optional bracket fixing

 - Custom sizes available on request and extrusion can be cut 
for easy transportation

Pages 1, 6, 7, 9, 
11 & 16
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PRODUCT DIRECTORY

Shield Signage
Hardware code: UB109 (Panel) & UB108B (Base)

 - Rigid sign board with hard recycled rubber base, complete 
with securing bolts

 - Print your message direct onto the 1.2mm aluminium or 
mount self-adhesive vinyl

Pages 25
Formulate Wave
Hardware codes: FORM-WAV

 - Free-standing banner manufactured from 30mm diameter 
aluminium tubing

 - Dress with washable, zipped tension fabric graphic
 - Double-sided customisation available
 - Simple assembly with numbered frame parts and Allen key 
and gloves included

Page 15

Wall 1250mm / A-Frame Monsoon 2500mm
Hardware code: UB712 / UB707-C

 - Wall mounted or a-frame aluminium frames available
 - Easy push-fit assembly with plastic flush-fit joining,  
no tools necessary

 - Graphic secured with adjustable looped bungee cord
 - Custom size A-Frames available on request

Pages 16 & 17

Revolution Banner 
Hardware code: UB161-850

 - Bright white plastic injected roller banner
 - Snap rail with adhesive slider mechanism
 - Self-adhesive leader
 - White hybrid telescopic pole
 - Dark grey plastic under carriage and white end caps
 - Ultra-durable EVA bag for better protection

Pages 22 & 23

Formulate MS Panel 350  
Hanging Structure
Hardware code: FMH-SSB-L100

 - Tubular structure made of aluminium 30mm 
or 50mm diameter

 - Fabric graphic with zip system
 - Customisable with double-sided print
 - Simple installation with coding system

Pages 20 & 21

Basics Leader  
Pedestrian Guidance
Hardware codes: SP-803 (Belt), SP-913 (Base), SP-801 (Post) 

 - Indoor and outdoor pedestrian guidance
 - Posts available in black or silver 
 - Retractable webbing available in black, grey or red  

Page 6

Sunrise Square Parasol
Hardware code: TWLHR-600

 - Ideal for outdoor events*
 - Sunrise Square Parasol clicks into place when fully opened
 - Carry bag included
 - Optional base and printed canopies available

Wind speed 13-18 mph/20-28km/h when pegged down

Page 24
Strata Stand-offs Medium
Hardware code: FMC-SQA-02

 - Suitable for 2mm - 10mm thick substrates depending on 
diameter used 

 - 16mm diameter stand-offs are suitable for substrates 
between 2 and 8mm thick

 - 25mm diameter stand-offs are suitable for substrates 
between 5 and 20mm thick

 - Choice of rail or screw fix options

Pages 1, 4, 8 & 11

Whirlwind A1 Signage
Hardware codes: UB207-B (Base), UB207-F (Frame) 

 - Double-sided outdoor sign equipped with spring pivot for 
swing motion

 - Wheeled compact moulded hollow base with a capacity of 
25L(A1) or 55L(A0) for water or sand weighting

 - Wind speed 13-18mph/20-28km/h
 - Suitable for a range of media options
 - Packs flat for easy transportation

Page 4
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PRODUCT DIRECTORY

Pages 7, 11 & 16

Stowaway Signage 1400mm
Hardware code: UB736-03

 - Easily portable and light weight double-sided structure
 - Flag knit graphic attached to the metal pole with an 
elasticated pole pocket

 - Instantaneous opening and locking system using hook 
and loop fastening 

 - Strong metal frame
 - Supplied with four ground pegs

Page 25

Zoom Tent 2x2
Hardware code: VWQF-CUSTOM

 - Zoom Tent kits include frame, ground pegs and 3.5m guy 
ropes and wheeled bag included

 - Optional: canopy, full wall, half wall with tube and clamp, 
weighted disc and printing

 - Available in four colours black, blue, white, red 
 - Custom printing available 

Wind speed 13-18 mph/20-28km/h

Page 25

Stellar Desktop A3Roller Banner
Hardware code: UB162-A3

 - White injection moulded desktop banner available in two 
sizes; A4 and A3

 - White adhesive rail and self-adhesive leader
 - External tensioner
 - White two part pole
 - Bag not included 

Pages 6, 17, & 23

Trappa Frame A3
Hardware code: AT402-C

 - Standard Trappa 25mm wide snap action frame in 
aluminium with anodised silver finish

 - Wall mounted, portrait or landscape with mitred corners
 - Clear PVC protection sheet supplied
 - For use with a range of media including, paper, card, PVC 
and fabric up to 420 microns

 -  Comes in A4, A3, A2, A1 and A0 sizes

Pages 8, 11,13 & 15

Horizon Banner
Hardware code: UB203
 - Adjustable graphic height (approx.) 1500-2400mm
 - Single or double-sided banner system
 - Telescopic pole with bungee for adjustable height, giving up 
to 4.8m2 per side

 - Graphic attached with eyelets
 - Two hollow feet with 28L capacity each for water or sand 
weighting (800 mm x 240 mm)

Wind speed 8-12mph/12-19km/h

Page 5

Sentry Signage A4
Hardware code: SL104

 - Snap action, free-standing poster display
 - Head rotates for either portrait or landscape format
 - For use with a range of media including, paper, card, PVC 
and fabric up to 420 micros

 -  Comes in A4 and A3 sizes

Reflecta Trappa Lightbox 840mm
Hardware code: MR914T

 - Free-standing double-sided lightbox or graphic pod 
 - Available with trappa style posts with easy to use ‘snap 
action’ aluminium rails to support a range of media types

 - Top and base available in four colours; silver, black, white 
or beech finish  

Page 4

Zoom+ Crest/Feather 4.9m  
Extra Large Flags
Hardware code: UF-ZM-EXLA

 - Flexible flag system; black finish all fibre pole which comes 
in a choice of four sizes

 - Each flag can accommodate three different flag graphics; 
Crest, Feather or Quill

 - Suitable for lightweight fabric graphics (optional extra)
 - Tested in wind speeds of up to 18mph/29km/h

Pages 5 & 8
Large 
Water
Base 30 
ltrs

Large 
Square 
Base

Teva Multi-functional Media Stand
Hardware code: LN250
 - Lightweight multi-functional LCD/LED/Plasma Stand in black
 - Adjustable height with two heavy duty poles and integrated 
cable management system inside pole uprights

 - Capable of mounting 40”- 60” LCD, LED or plasma screens
 - Comes with; camera tray and AV accessories shelf
 - Smooth rolling braked castors for easy transportation
 - LCD/LED/Plasma screen and Video/AV equipment are not 
included and not available to purchase 

Page 19
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